FAC T S H E E T
WELCOME TO CAPE TOWN

Radisson Blu Le Vendome Hotel is a timelessly elegant boutique hotel, blending luxury refinement and
comfort with traditional hospitality. The hotel emanates the true ambience of France in the Mother City.
It is situated on the Atlantic Seaboard of Cape Town, within close proximity of the City Centre and mere
footsteps away from the Sea Point Promenade. This hotel promises enticing culinary offerings that will
lend to its stunning location and capture the imagination of leisure and business travellers alike.

ROOMS & SUITES
Comfort and class will immediately come to mind when guests settle into their beautifully designed
rooms. All 142 rooms, including luxurious suites, are equipped with first-class features such as individual
climate control, Free high-speed wireless internet access and a unique city view as well as views of the
illustrious scenery of Cape Town’s Atlantic Seaboard. The refined elegance and the classically Old World
design of the room, combined with exquisite views of either Lions Head, Signal Hill, Table Mountain,
Atlantic Ocean or the Mother City at your front door guarantee an unforgettable experience.

RESTAURANTS
Our all-day dining restaurant will entice your taste buds as our executive chef lets the creative juices flow.
On the doorstep of the Atlantic Ocean there is much inspiration to be found and this coupled with our
abundant variety of fine wines found in the Cape Winelands ensures the chef ample inspiration to draw
from. With the aim to provide a fusion of culinary decadence! Ambient lighting and contemporary chic
décor makes La Mer Restaurant & Grill the place to be when the sun sets on the Atlantic Seaboard. The
restaurant offers delicious local cuisine with an international twist. After a day in the African sun, guests
can enjoy a peaceful tranquility and a refreshing dip in the water at #add Restaurant & Pool, a unique
trendy Al fresco cuisine option.

BAR
Cpoint. Bar & Lounge is where your thirst for unique adventurous concoctions can be quenched. The
modern design typifies the kind of bold taste profiles in our cocktails. Regular favorites are also featured,
making Cpoint. Bar & Lounge a watering hole that accommodates all beverage connoisseurs.

MEETINGS & EVENTS
Our idyllic conferencing and banqueting facilities include three interconnecting multi-purpose rooms plus
two private boardrooms and access to adjoining terrace; perfect for lunch and coffee breaks between
meetings. The conference rooms are suited to exclusive meetings and events for up to 220 people.
Each fitted with impressive state-of-the-art audio visual technology, air-conditioning and free high-speed
wireless internet access.

RADISSON BLU LE VENDOME HOTEL

14 London Road, Sea Point, 8005 Cape Town, South Africa
T: +27 (0)21 82 65 100 F: +27 (0)86 526 2600
info.levendome.capetown@radissonblu.com
radissonblu.com/hotel-levendome-capetown
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